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RACING SPHERES for the whole family
Weertzen, 1 March 2018: Right on time to mark the start of spring,
electronics specialist Speedlink presents a remote-controlled racing toy
for indoor and outdoor fun.
These remote-control RACING SPHERES can be fitted with a studded
silicone skin for grip on earthy surfaces or sand. This makes them the perfect
toy for the arrival of spring and the return of nicer weather. While they won’t be
performing any aerial acrobatics, they’re just as much fun and robust as the
drones that are also available from Speedlink – making these RACING
SPHERES a real blast to play with even for younger kids. With their 30m
range, they will soon put a smile on faces when navigating through the various
obstacles (supplied) or when racing against each other. What’s more, each
sphere’s flashing LEDs are really eye catching and create stunning effects.
The RACING SPHERES are available individually for €39.99 or as a set of two
in the RACING SPHERES COMPETITION SET for €79.99 from stores and
online retailers.

SL-920013-RD
RACING SPHERE Game Set
Remote control racing spheres (91mm diameter)
2.4GHz remote control
30m wireless range
Red-blue flashing light effect plus white directional LED
Powered by AAA batteries
Silicone skin included for optional use on sand or rough terrain
Obstacles & racing guide included
For indoor and outdoor use; for ages 14 and above
RRP €39.99
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RACING SPHERES Competition Set
2× remote control racing spheres (91mm diameter)
2× 2.4GHz remote controls
30m wireless range
Red-blue flashing light effect plus white directional LED
Powered by AAA batteries
Silicone skin included for optional use on sand or rough terrain
Obstacles & racing guide included
For indoor and outdoor use; for ages 14 and above
RRP €79.99

About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in
the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio
of its own brand SPEEDLINK® includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. SPEEDLINK®
products feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence
and outstanding functionality. Through SPEEDLINK®, Jöllenbeck is represented in
over 40 countries worldwide.
Get in touch at any time if you have any questions, require additional information, want
to request an interview, or want us to send you products for testing. If you publish
anything, we’d really appreciate a courtesy copy
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